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INTRODUCTION/WELCOME
Introduction
Satoshi Nakomoto had a dream of decentralizing finance and giving people a way to transact 
electronically peer to peer without the need of the central banking system to act as a trusted 
intermediary. Creating a decentralized, publicly owned monetary system that is outside of the 
limits of the traditional finance sectors found throughout the world became the fundamental 
goal of DeFi (Decentralized Finance). 

Success and innovation always bring traditionalist detractors and Blockchain is no different. For 
a long time, the government tried to ignore blockchain and DeFi. It is now clear it has become 
so big that they can no longer ignore DeFi, so they are now attempting to control it through 
regulation of Stablecoins, Tracking, and creation of their own Centralized Digital Currencies. 

For example, there is a common misconception that information on the blockchain is untraceable. 
However, due to the public ledgers of blockchain, it must also have built in tracking and records of 
transactions. If governments have unimpeded access to the information housed on blockchain 
technology, the results will create many centralized institutions tracking and making decisions 
on systems originally designed to free money from centralized means. Without proper legislation 
this could lead to decisions being made without a DeFi voice. 

The team at ThreeOh DAO sees the need for a voice from within the space. The idea evolved 
into a DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization) that is THE PUBLIC FACING VOICE of 
DeFi. ThreeOh is developing a multi-faceted, multi-chain platform that will use the community’s 
voice to help craft local, state, federal, and international legislation. In collaboration with DeFi 
Education, a 501c3 organization, 3OH will create learning opportunities for new and interested 
investors, policy makers, and elected officials. 3OH’s Angel Investing platform will provide 
essential services for high-utility projects across multiple chains.  ThreeOh DAO and DeFi 
Advocacy, a 501c4, will also collaborate on issues, candidates, and campaigns to support. The 
DAO community will have a direct vote and voice in how dollars, hours, and time are dedicated 
to advocacy of DeFi and blockchain legislation.

There are multiple new Super PAC’s that have been formed with similar intentions, stating that they 
are doing similar things, but if you follow the trail many are doing so in traditional ways. They ask you 
to donate directly to their bank accounts and the community itself has no direct way to influence the 
fund usage or policy.  ThreeOh DAO on the other hand is run by people that actually use DeFi, and 
the only group that is using DeFi to advocate for DeFi.  The team at ThreeOh supports all aspects 
of the DeFi space and welcomes all potential investors to DYOR.  Once you do, we believe you 
will see unique value proposition only present with the structure at ThreeOh – PAC to DAO.
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An Introduction to ThreeOh’s Revolutionary DAO
Over the past six month’s DeFi has witnessed the rise and fall of several DAO’s (Decentralized 
Autonomous Organization). These organizations were created to provide a way for the community 
to invest in large treasuries, guide the investment and advocacy strategy through community 
voting, and reap the benefits of staking their token for potential long-term gains.  As the market 
turned bearish, the reward systems implemented by many of these DAO treasuries simply 
became unsustainable. Whether it was due to mismanagement, leadership and motives, or 
unsustainable practices, the visible impact of failed projects could have lasting effects unless 
something is done to provide the community with more secure, transparent leaders. 

ThreeOh DAO is that leader. The true nature of the DAO is to provide stakeholders within the 
community with a voice and opportunity to help guide the project. When the size of the treasury is 
the only measure of value, then many become frustrated and leave due to diminishing gains. This 
is why ThreeOh DAO wants to bring back the most fundamental part of a DAO; providing a 
community voice that creates social change. Building a war chest for political advocacy and 
rewarding staked wallets will always be an integral part of running the DAO, but its primary 
purpose is to provide a democratic vote to guide the voice of DeFi.

Many outside observers already view the crypto landscape as a lawless land full of nefarious 
characters who are waiting to pull the rug out from under you. Those of us who have been in 
the space for years see the endless future potential, not just financially or politically, but the 
impacts at a societal level as well.  So how can we convert those on the fence into blockchain 
believers? That is simple, make visible the impacts and economic benefits that digital currencies, 
blockchain innovation, and Web3 can have through community led change.
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POLITICAL ATMOSPHERE
Over the past few years countries swing back and forth when it comes to cryptocurrency policy. 
One week they ban them all, the next they are buying and mining. For the crypto community 
this creates a stressful and confusing atmosphere. The last several weeks have seen a new 
catalyst, politicians, policy makers, and opportunists are growing visibly aware of the power of 
digital currencies, as well as its loyal constituency.

With the popularization of cryptocurrency, lawmakers are beginning the process of crafting 
legislative policies that will have lasting effects on every facet of the digital marketplace. So many 
people think blockchain allows you to hide money and move it stealthily. In reality, blockchains 
track and maintain all transactions. As these politicians move to regulate these systems, the 
crypto community needs a voice at those policy tables to help guide legislation to match the 
will of the actual community. 

ThreeOh DAO has the ability to create a quasi-direct democracy, where token holders can 
vote and monitor whether or not a politician is voting in accordance with the vision of the DAO 
community. If a politician seeks endorsement from the DAO, they must vote in accordance as 
it affects their 3OH reputation score. 

SUPER PACs
A Super PAC by definition is an independent Political Action Committee which may raise unlimited 
amounts of money from corporations, individuals, and unions based on similar political goals. 
In short, Super PACs are gigantic treasuries supporting a specific cause. In the 2022 election 
cycle, Super PACs have already raised over 741 million dollars. As the elections heat up, you 
can expect billions more.  

With political eyes turning towards cryptocurrency and the community at large, the political 
winds are starting to shift. Politicians have taken notice of DeFi, some seek to support it, while 
others hope to drastically regulate it. ThreeOh DAO is part of a four-entity collaboration that 
includes DeFi Advocacy, DeFi Education and Web 3.0 Super PAC. The goal of 3OH DAO is to 
align the goals and vision of the Web 3.0 Super PAC and DeFi Advocacy. ThreeOh has positioned 
itself to be the public facing voice of DeFi in the political arena. 
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3OH REPUTATION SCORE
Every politician, Bill, and Organization that hopes to receive funding from 3OH will receive a 
reputation score based on: 

1. Track record of voting and support via social media and other outlets supporting blockchain. 
2. Track record of voting and support via social media and other outlets supporting core values 

and positions of 3OH
3. Track record of voting in accordance with the DAO 

3OH Blockchain Grade 
A +: A legislator with an excellent voting record on all critical 3oh Issues, and additionally has 
made a great effort to promote and defend DeFi 

A: A true DeFi Advocate candidate. They have supported 3OH positions on key votes and have 
a demonstrated record of pro DeFi stances on issues. 

AQ: A pro DeFi candidate whose rating is based solely on the candidate’s responses to the 
3OH Questionnaire and does not have a voting record. 

B: A generally pro DeFi candidate who may have opposed some pro DeFi positions or have 
supported opposing viewpoints on core principles of 30H

D: An anti DeFi Candidate who usually supports overreaching control of the DeFi Space or 
stifling of innovation. Will almost vote against DeFi despite what they say publicly. 

F: Extreme anti DeFi, both in public positions and voting 
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TOKEN UTILITY 
3OH Token has 4 main uses: 

1. Voting on bills, politicians, and donations to the PAC
2. Voting on Core Values of DAO, and Electing Prioritization Council 
3. Community voting on Angel Investing Projects
4. Staking, Earning Yield and APY

Use Case
After months of research on DAO’s and DAO structures, ThreeOh DAO made the decision to 
branch away from the DAO’s of the past and to move in our own direction. ThreeOh has created 
a structured DAO system with a dividend producing treasury. ThreeOh has a vision focused 
on societal and political impact, advocacy for ALL of DeFi, Angel Investment in new utility 
driven projects, and simultaneously working to create the best sustainable reward structure 
for staked wallets. 

There are many benefits to staking your ThreeOh, but the greatest benefit of staking ThreeOh 
is having the opportunity to vote on the direction of Web 3.0 legislative policy. As referenced 
earlier, it is our belief that the vote for or against many of the new legislative policies being 
drawn up for cryptocurrency and Web 3.0 technologies will come down to a handful of votes. 
In our DAO system, staked wallets will have a direct impact on the decisions made by the 
politicians that the lobby and Super PAC hope to influence. The DAO community will have the 
ability to vote on which politicians DeFi Advocacy aligns with, as well as the actual policies 
being crafted. The politicians’ votes on these bills will be tracked to see if they are following 
the vision of the community and will receive a score based on how closely they align with 
the DAO’s decisions. If a politician drops below a certain level the DAO will no longer support 
that candidate.

Your governance stake will also allow staked wallets to vote in 3OH’s Angel Investment program.  
ThreeOh DAO is dedicated to the success of the entire cryptospace. In an effort to advocate 
for all areas of DeFi, ThreeOh has created an Angel Investment program that will provide new, 
high utility projects access to funding, development assistance, and other professionals to help 
with the growth of their project. The DAO community will be able to suggest projects, and vote 
on which projects should receive angel investments.
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Directly staking your ThreeOh tokens will immediately give your wallet a vote in upcoming 
governance votes and Angel Investment votes. The longer you stake your token, the higher the 
rewards you will earn.  Based on the newest rules put out by the IRS, staking will also provide 
you, the investor, with tax free earnings until sold or exchanged. The DAO governance and 
structure to the DAO voting mechanism within 3OH will revolutionize DAO elections, community 
strength, and balance the incentives of wallet size, commitment, and true Democracy. Your 
commitment to the cause weighs more than the size of your wallet.

VISION
The purpose of ThreeOh DAO is to create a sustainable, safe, long-term investment where 
staking holders have a direct impact on the future of Web 3.0 policy, Crypto Community Angel 
Investing, and reap staking rewards from treasury profits. The ThreeOh team envisions a future 
where our community will influence the decisions being made about the crypto space in local, 
state, federal, and international elections for years to come.  ThreeOh will be a leading voice 
in the corner of the DeFi community. Whether you are a Bitcoin or Ethereum maxi, an alt or 
meme coin lover, a DAO connoisseur, a node baron, or a NFT fanatic, ThreeOh is advocating 
for you at the highest levels of government, and in return all we ask is for you to help us direct 
the course of the crypto space with your vote.
 

CORE PRINCIPLES 
The DAO has established a preliminary set of core principles.  We expect that these may be 
changed through the DAO voting protocol in the future: 

1. Furthering the beliefs of the Web 3.0 community
2. Educating both politicians and the general public alike on the merits of blockchain technology, 

and it’s benefits to our society
3. Providing a voice for the crypto community on legislation designed for blockchain
4. All voters voices should carry weight, not just the voice of big money
5. Provide a public, Immutable History
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BOARD INFORMATION
Board Makeup
The board is made up of nine (9) total members.  Three (3) members of the Board will be 
appointed by DeFi Advocacy. The remaining six (6) spots will be made up of KYC’d community 
members. These members will be appointed for a one-year term by community vote. Once a 
community board member’s term has ended, they can be reelected by the community to one 
successive term. They may be voted to the board again after a one-year break. DeFi Advocacy 
may appoint members for successive terms. DeFi Advocacy will retain the multisig wallets 
and will post all transactions to our website and Discord server. Members of the Board can be 
removed via community vote based on the recommendation of the Board and the community.
 

Vote Weight
How the voting will work:

Our voting system will start out like most traditional DAO voting mechanisms.  As our DAO 
grows and progresses, we will be developing a more efficient and fair system of voting.  Our 
voting system and the eventual voting hierarchy are listed below:

Phase 1:  All holders will be given the opportunity to vote in ALL of our voting opportunities.  
Simply holding 3OH provides you with a vote. The more 3OH you are holding, the larger portion 
of the vote you will have.  

Phase 2: As staking is implemented, the voting power will shift away from simply holding 3OH 
to participants staking in our system.  The more that you stake, the larger proportion of the 
vote you will have. People who are simply holding 3OH will not have a vote, but they have the 
opportunity to stake and be part of the decision-making body.

Phase 3: This will be the most advanced voting system. In this phase our voting system will 
branch away from the traditional DAO voting structure. Instead of your governance vote being 
determined by how much you stake or hold, every wallet that has staked their coins will receive 
the opportunity to vote in our NEW revolutionary DAO system. This vote will be determined on 
a one vote per wallet basis. We believe this is the most democratic way of voting and eliminates 
whales from sliding in and shifting the vote in one way or another.  We have also expanded on 
this by adding in a “locking period.”  If wallets lock their 3OH in for 6+ months, they will receive 
an extra .5 on their vote, so their voting power will be 1.5. If they lock with us for 12+ months, 
they will receive a total of 2 votes per wallet. As an added bonus, these wallets will also earn 
higher APY than shorter term locks.  
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As an added bonus, wallets that have locked in their staked 3OH for 6+ months will have the 
option to be considered for 3OH Governance board. There are six positions that will be filled by 
the community vote annually, and members that have committed to our mission will have the 
opportunity to help us continue to grow and expand our influence in the area of DeFi advocacy.

The Board’s Role
The ThreeOh Governance Board will provide governance voters with a direct link to current bills 
at the local, state, federal, and international levels. Through the use of keyword searches, the 
board will be alerted to any language related to cryptocurrency or Web 3.0 technologies in new 
bills up for voting. Once alerted, the governance board will prioritize a community vote based 
on the amount of time between the discovery of the bill and the actual vote. The community will 
then vote on whether they support the bill or not. The community vote will be tabulated via DAO 
vote, and the feedback will be provided to 3OH advocates. ThreeOh will then track the voting 
record of politicians to create an aggregate score that ensures they are voting in accordance 
with the DAO community vote.  If the aggregate score drops below an 80% over the course of 
12 votes (minimum to establish a record), the treasury will no longer provide endorsement and 
support for that candidate. The support of different candidates will be supplied to the community 
throughout the whole process.

Transparency
All transactions and use of proceeds in treasuries, yield farming, vote mechanics, etc. will be 
recorded on the blockchain and publicly audited to maintain trust in the community and to give 
people all the information required to vote.  

Community contributions from the treasury will be utilized throughDeFi Advocacy’s 501c4.  The 
community will be notified of the contribution to DeFi Advocacy.

MEMBER BENEFITS
ThreeOh DAO made the decision to branch away from the DAO’s of the past and decided to 
move in our own direction. With a mindset focused on societal and political impact, while 
simultaneously searching for the best reward structure for stakers, ThreeOh has created a 
structured DAO system with a dividend producing treasury. The greatest benefit of staking 
ThreeOh is the opportunity for stakers to vote on the direction of legislation. As referenced 
earlier, it is our belief that the vote for or against many of the legislative decisions made 
regarding cryptocurrency and Web 3.0 technologies will come down to a handful of votes. In 
our system, stakers will have a direct impact on the decisions made by the politicians that have 
coordinated with our Super PAC.
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6 month
Staking

No Ownership
Transfer

12 months
Staking

2 Votes

KYC Wallet

1 Vote

Voting only in Legal Districts
Prevents 1 Users from having multiple votes

Benefit 1: Staking wallets will earn a governance vote for every vote presented by the DAO 
Governance Board, and the opportunity to become a member of our Senate.

Benefit 2: Staking wallets will earn a governance vote for every vote presented for ThreeOh’s 
Angel Investing platform.  Prospective projects will present their case to the community, and 
the community will vote on which products will be funded.

Benefit 3: Staking wallets will receive increasing rewards based on the length of time they 
stake their tokens.
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OUR TREASURY
How is the Treasury Funded?
Currently our treasury is funded by the 10% tax on the buying and selling of 3OH token.  The 
current treasury funds are being allocated to short, medium, and long term investments.  The 
profits of these investments will be split between reinvesting, political donations, and staking 
rewards for staking wallets

ThreeOh is pursuing opportunities to help those that wish to take a similar approach on their 
state or local levels by affiliating with ThreeOh DAO.  There is a monthly affiliation fee of $250, 
and your DAO will receive recognition on our twitter, acknowledgment on our website, a governance 
vote, and be entered into our random quarterly donation lottery.

What Makes our Treasury Different?
With sustainability in mind, the ThreeOh team has developed a revolutionary DAO rewards 
structure that provides community members with staking rewards and governance vote amounts 
based on your length of stake instead of the size of your bag. To ensure that this project achieves 
its long term goals of sustainability, social acceptance, and political change, the project has 
developed a plan to best utilize the treasury to provide rewards and political funding to outside 
organizations, while still maintaining a sustainable financial model that will allow for the protocol 
to expand and grow with our community. 

With ThreeOh DAO’s model, long term stakers will receive more governance votes and higher 
treasury rewards. ThreeOh DAO supports ALL DeFi, therefore we will explore all avenues of 
investing the treasury. This includes node projects, investments in other DAO’s, yield farms, 
node creation/ownership, creating an NFT library, developing our own NFTs, while allowing the 
community to help guide the investment strategy through our DAO voting system.

How will this affect APY?
APY will fluctuate depending on market conditions, and the consistency of growth across the 
passive income generating assets. Other factors that will influence your APY will be the length 
of your current stake, percentage of wallet staked.  
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FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES FOR GROWTH
ThreeOh is focused on bringing a sustainable vehicle for change that not only empowers 
community, but also empowers those outside the community. The team at ThreeOh has been
developing multiple projects to continue the growth of our token, but also the crypto community. Through 
collaboration with DeFi Education, a 503c Non-Profit Educational organization, ThreeOh will 
help educate on the benefits and value of blockchain and Web 3.0 technologies.  

As a means of growing within the community, ThreeOh has embraced NFT’s. ThreeOh has plans 
to build an NFT library for multiple reasons, including investment potential, NFT community 
member support, and resale within the ThreeOh community. ThreeOh will also create NFT’s 
of the legislation that our community is able to influence. 
 
Finally, ThreeOh DAO aims to create a large community of like-minded crypto users who want 
their voice to be heard. Through our proposed affiliation program, international, regional, state 
level, and local level DAO’s will have the opportunity to create a network of political allies with 
the same goals and vision for blockchain and web 3.0 technologies.

With our eye on the future, the ThreeOh team is excited for the opportunities in front of us.  From 
providing fundamental education to those new to crypto, shaping legislation around blockchain 
and Web 3.0 technologies, ThreeOh DAO is ready to make your voice heard!

TIMELINE FOR IMPLEMENTATION:
To fully engage all aspects of the crypto market, ThreeOh DAO started off with a stealth launch 
after building community interest.  The project implemented a different rewards structure and 
concept than those seen in traditional DAO’s. We can assure you; this was on purpose. We 
created it this way to provide an opportunity for crypto apes and DAO enthusiasts alike. With 
this structure comes some challenges to mirror the style many have come to expect from DAO’s. 
With that in mind, we wanted to outline an implementation plan to provide the community with 
measurable goals. We believe the transition can be fully implemented in three phases. It is 
our expectation that the DAO will be fully functioning before the 2022 election season begins.  
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Community vote
Based on Wallet Size

Grade

Politicians

Core Values Treasury
Governance

Phase 1:  Start of the DAO
Highlights:

• Traditional DAO voting system.  Governance is determined by wallet size.
• First vote on Core Values
• Initial governance team will be installed with community representatives. *This will be a time 

limited appointment 
• Implement Grading system
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Phase 2: Implementation of Staking
In this phase we will implement our staking and staking rewards system.  Voting will shift to 
staked wallets.

Highlights:
• Staking begins
• Staked wallets are required for voting.
• Staking rewards will be announced and implemented.
• dApp deployed for staking

Phase 3: Voting System Deployed
Highlights:
• Voting on the dApp is implemented (1 vote per 1 wallet in Final Stage of Voting)
• Locking period for additional votes and higher APY
• 1st annual Governance Board Vote for Annual Appointments

 ° Community members that would like to be considered for the board MUST stake 7.5 
Billion or more tokens for a minimum of 6 months to be eligible for election to the DAO 
governance board.
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Community Vote

Prioritization
Council

3OH Elected

(12 month
Election)

7.5 Billion 3OH
Staking 6+ Months
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Approved
Politicians

Bills

Agreement

Lower 3OH
Score

Higher 3OH
Score

Yes

1. Decentralized

2. Security

3. Not Reliant on
    CBCC’s

4. Pro Stablecoin

5. American
    Dominance

Past Policies

Questionnaire?

Promises

Trashed Voted

Prioritization
Council

Token Holders
1 Equal Vote

Token Holders

No

Politicians

Core Values


